
Sam Cannon Art Greetings Cards 2014

What do they cost: All the following greetings cards cost £2 each                                                                                   
(apart from the concertina cards at the end which cost £2.50 each). 

Postage and packaging: starts from £1 for one card and I will always combine postage according 
to what the post office charge. Orders of over 20 cards can be sent by courier for as little as £4!

How can I pay: You can either pay via paypal (I just need your paypal email), bank transfer 
(contact me and I will give you details) or cheque (my address in on the contacts page of my 

website - http://samcannonart.co.uk/contact)



New cards for October 2014
Christmas – Christmas Night

SQ-57
Burrowed deep and sleeping tight, love and 

warmth on Christmas night. 

Christmas – I will honour Christmas
SQ-53

I will honour Christmas in my heart

Christmas – Polar Bears
SQ-58

All of my Christmas wishes                                  
will be full of you

Here is my secret
SQ-56

And now here is my secret, a very simple secret. It is 
only with the heart that one can see rightly – what 

is essential is invisible to the eye.



New cards for October 2014

For the rest of my life
SQ-54

For the rest of my life I will search for 
moments full of you

If I had my life over
L-036

If I had my life to live over again I’d find you 
sooner so that I could love you longer.

The road less travelled
L-035

Two roads diverged in a wood. I took the 
one less travelled by and that has made all 

the difference. 

Dancing in the rain
L-034

Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass.
It’s about learning to dance in the rain. 

Purple Hare
DLP-027

I wish I had done 
everything on this earth 

with you. 



New cards for September 2014
This hour

SQ-49
Happiness. Not in another place but in this 
place. Not for another hour but this hour.

Wings of hope 
Q-51

The wings of hope carry us soaring high 
above the driving winds of life.

Nameless moments
SQ-50

The best portion of your life will be the 
small, nameless moments with someone 

who matters to you. 

Be still and listen
SQ-52

Be still and listen. The earth is singing. 



This is  a wonderful day
DLL - 29

This is a wonderful day and I have never 
seen this one before. 

Lyme Parade
DLL - 30
We are tied to the ocean and when we go 
back whether it is to sail or to watch, we 
are going back to whence we came.

Invincible summer
DLL - 31
In the depth of winter I finally learned that 
there was in me, an invincible summer.



Born Again
DLP-25
Each morning we are born again. What we 
do today is what matters most. 

Lay in the sun
DLP-26
Let us lay in the sun and count 
every beautiful thing we can see. 

Making memories
P-24
We didn’t realise we were making 
memories. We just knew we were having 
fun. 



Sam Cannon Art Portrait Cards 2014



Beach Huts 2
SQ-01

Don’t grow up too quickly lest you 
forget how much you love the beach. 

Beach Huts 3
SQ-02

Don’t grow up too quickly lest you 
forget how much you love the beach. 



Darkest Skies
SQ-04

It is often in the darkest nights that 
we see the brightest stars

Horses
SQ-06

I don’t know anything with certainty 
but seeing the stars makes me dream



If my love 
SQ-07

If my love were an ocean there would 
be no more land.  

Jan’s Hill
SQ-08

As long as we have memories, yesterday 
remains. As long as we have hope, 

tomorrow awaits. As long as we have 
friends, each day is never a waste.



Life 
SQ-09

When life gives you a hundred 
reasons to cry, show life that you have 

a thousand reasons to smile

Perfectly 
SQ-011

We come to love not by finding a 
perfect person but by seeing an 

imperfect person perfectly



Stones
SQ-12

As long as we have memories, yesterday 
remains. As long as we have hope, 

tomorrow awaits. As long as we have 
friends, each day is never a waste.

The ache for home
SQ-13

The ache for home lives in all of us



The two of us
SQ-14

This is home, the two of us. 

VW - Smile
SQ-21

I’ve got nothing to do today but smile.



Forget-me-nots
SQ-22

Silently, one by one, in the infinite 
meadows of heaven blossomed the lovely 

stars, the forget-me-nots of the angels

Life so sweet
SQ-24

That it will never come again is what 
makes life so sweet.



Live in the sunshine 
(2)

SQ-27
Live in the sunshine, swim in the sea, 

drink the wild air.

Not all that glitters
SQ-31

All that is gold does not glitter. Not all 
those who wander are lost. 



Sand in my swimsuit
SQ-46

Sand in my swimsuit, sand in my hair, when 
I go to the beach, sand gets everywhere. I 

wonder, I wonder oh how can there be, 
sand left on the beach when there’s so 

much on me.

Autumn
SQ-33

Autumn is a second spring when 
every leaf is a flower



Apple Tree (2)
SQ-32

As long as we have memories, yesterday 
remains. As long as we have hope, 

tomorrow awaits. As long as we have 
friends, each day is never a waste. 

You
SQ-35

You will always be the answer when 
someone asks me what I’m thinking 

about.



Glastonbury Tor (2)
SQ-34

The sun loved the moon so much he 
died every night to let her breathe

The Fox 
SQ-36

The woods are lovely dark and deep 
but I have promises to keep and miles 

to go before I sleep.



Lemon Tree
SQ-44

Keep a green tree in your heart and 
perhaps a singing bird will come

A winter walk on 
charmouth beach

SQ-45
Somewhere, something incredible is 

waiting to be known



When the root is 
deep
SQ-41

When the root is deep there is no 
need to fear the wind

Cats
SQ-42

Like a graceful vase, a cat, even when 
motionless seems to flow



Dragonfly
SQ-40

When the world whispers, give up 
hope. Hope whispers, try it one more 

time. 

The road not taken
SQ-43

The road not take was not taken for a 
reason. Trust that you are right where

you are meant to be. 



You will always (heart)
SQ-39

You will always be the answer when 
someone asks me what I’m thinking about.

Many People (heart)
SQ-38

Many people will walk in and out of 
your life but only true friends will 

leave footprints in your heart



Spring
SQ-48

A little step may be the beginning of  
a great journey.



Sam Cannon Art Landscape Cards 2014



Blown Spume
L-02

I must go down to the sea again for the call 
of running tide is a wild call and a clear call 

that may not be denied. And all I ask is a 
windy day and the whit clouds flying, and 
the flung spray and the blow spume and 

the seagull crying

Charmouth Beach
L-03

When I was down beside the sea a 
wooden spade they gave to me for 

the sandy shore. My holes were 
empty like a cup in every hole the sea 

cam up til it could come no more



Don’t grow up too 
quickly

L-04
Don’t grow up too quickly lest you 

forget how much you love the beach.

South Street
L-12

A man travels the world over in search 
of what he needs and returns home 

to find it



Woods
L-016

Our future depends on many things 
but mostly on you. 

Travelling
L-15

Travelling is all well and good as long 
as you know there is a place or a 

person you can call home



Today
L-021

Today I caught myself smiling for no 
reason. Then I realised I was thinking 

about you. 

Summer nights
L-022

Summer nights. Even the stars are 
whispering to each other.



From our Children
L-024

We do not inherit the earth from our 
ancestors, we borrow it from our 

children.

Running Tide
L-025

I must go down to the sea again for 
the call of the running tide is a wild 
call and a clear call that cannot be 

denied



Cherry Tree
L-029

When life gives you a hundred 
reasons to cry, show life that you have 

a thousand reasons to smile.

Travelling (South St)
L-028

Travelling is all well and good as long 
as you know there is a place or person 

you can call home



Sweet, sweet life
L-031

It’s a sweet, sweet life living by the 
salty sea

My bounty
L-030

My bounty is as boundless as the sea 
my love. The more I give thee the 
more I have but both are infinite.



Wandering
L-032

Every traveller has a home of his own 
and he learns to appreciate it more 

from his wandering. 



Sam Cannon Art Portrait Cards 2014



Leakers
P-08 

I can resist everything but temptation

Our memories
P-011

Our memories of the ocean will linger 
long after our footprints in the sand 

are gone



The Aquarium
P-12 

The sea, once it casts it spell, holds on 
it its nets of wonder forever

The places we went
P-020

Here’s to all the places we went, and 
here’s to all the places we will go and 

here’s to me whispering again and 
again I love you



Mothers
P-18

God could not be everywhere and 
therefore he made mothers

Tree
P-019

I think that I shall never see a poem 
lovely as a tree. 



To Colmers and the 
sea

P- 021
It is often in the darkest skies that we 

see the brightest stars



Sam Cannon Art DL Landscape Cards 2014



If you only have one smile
DLL -04
If you only have one smile in you give it to the people you love. 

Charmouth Moon 
DLL-08
A dreamer is one who can only find his way by night.



Charming Gardeners
DLL -09
Let us be grateful to people who make us happy. They are the charming gardeners who 
make our souls blossom. 

No day ends
DLL-10
No day ends when it makes a memory



Shake the world
DLL -11
In a gentle way you can shake the world.

Fossils
DLL-12
No day ends when it makes a memory



Beautiful Discovery
DLL -14
The most beautiful discover true friends make is that they can grow separately without 
growing apart.

Lavendar Fields (When it hurts)
DLL-20
When it hurts to look back and you are afraid to look ahead, you can look beside you and 
your best friend will be there. 



Love never dies
DLL -21
And that’s just it isn’t it, how we manage to survive the loss. Because love never dies. It 
never goes away. It never fades as long as we hold onto it. 

Lyme Regis – don’t grow up too quickly
DLL-28
Don’t grow up too quickly lest you forget how much you love the beach.



Soulmates
DLL -22
What we find in a soulmate is not something wild to tame but something wild to run with.

We are tied to the ocean
DLL-23
We are tied to the ocean and when we go back to the sea whether it is to sail or watch we 
are going back from whence we came.



We must free ourselves
DLL -24
We must free ourselves of the hope that the sea will ever rest. We must learn to sail in 
high winds. 

A place you can call home
DLL- 25
Travelling is all well and good as long as you know there is a place or person you can call 
home.



Bathe in the moons light
DLL - 026
Sometime to bathe in the moons light we must walk through dark paths.

DLL - 027
Soulmates. Two halves of the same soul joining 
together in life’s journey.

Two Halves



Sam Cannon Art DL Portrait Cards 2014



Friends
DLP-01

A friend is someone who knows the 
song in your heart and can sing it back 

to you when you have forgotten the 
words.

Hive Beach
DLP-011

In the end its not going to matter how 
many breaths you took but how many 

moments took your breath away. 



Jurassic
DLP-03

The universe is full of magical things 
patiently waiting for us to grow 

sharper. 

Marshwood Vale
DLP-06

Now and then its good to pause in our 
pursuit of happiness and just be 

happy



Dancing Hares
DLP-07

The appearance of things changes 
according to the emotions thus we 

see magic and beauty in them when 
the magic and beauty are really in 

ourselves.

Tree 2
DLP-09

I think that I will never see a poem 
lovely as a tree……



The sun will rise
DLP-16

Even the darkest night will end and 
the sun will rise.

Whispered
DLP-018

For it was not into my ear you
whispered but into my heart. It was 
not my lips you kissed but my soul. 



Friends (orange)
DLP-017

A friend is someone who knows the 
song in your heart and can sing it back 

to you when you have forgotten the 
words.

Love
DLP-022

Love is not just looking at each other. 
It’s looking in the same direction. 



Marry
DLP-023

You don’t marry someone you can live 
with. You marry the person you can’t 

live without. 

Footprints
DLP-010

Many people will walk in and out of 
your life but only true friends will 

leave footprints in your heart



You
DLP-014

You will always be the answer when 
somebody asks me what I’m thinking 

about. 

Roots
DLP-024

Family, like the branches on a tree. 
We all grow in different directions but 

our roots remain as one.



Fawn 
DLP-011

Out of the mid woods twilight, into 
the meadows dawn…….



Concertina Cards 2014
Bind my wandering heart to thee

ZZ- 04
Bind my wandering heart to thee

Destiny
ZZ- 05

It is not in the stars to hold our destiny but in ourselves



This card has a small amount of text on the far right hand side about 
Charmouth Beach. 

Shell in your pocket - Charmouth
ZZ- 06

I hope you always have a shell in your pocket and sand in 
your shoes. 


